ACTIVE SHOOTER PROTECTION:
ASGI’s SILENT OUTGUARD FOR OUR CHILDREN
PROVIDING PEACE OF MIND WITHOUT FEAR
The majority of today’s literature regarding Active Shooter Scenarios focuses on steps to be taken
when an Active Shooter situation arises as opposed to how to prevent an Active Shooter Incident from
occurring. ASGI Enterprises, LLC (“ASGI”) is a security solution company that provides protection from
Active Shooters without instilling fear in the minds of those being protected. ASGI’s approach is designed
to deliver maximum protection using unobtrusive protective measures that establish a Silent Outguard
with maximum safety for our children.
ASGI’s basic Active Shooter Prevention Package consists of three security solutions.
1.

ASGI’s Security Laminate:

A. On all exterior School windows/glass accessible from ground level. By installing
ASGI’s Security Laminate on all exterior windows/glass accessible from ground level, all treated
glass is rendered bullet resistant, smash resistant and bomb resistant. Despite the protection
provided, an inspection of the windows/glass does not reveal that there is protection in place. If
an Active Shooter is denied access to a School in which he or she intends to harm people, the
incident is stopped before it ever starts. Even if the Active Shooter opens fires on the windows
and/or any door glass which if breached would grant him access, he will not gain access and he
will alert building occupants to the pending threat. This will allow them to alert authorities to the
presence of an Active Shooter as well as to initiate all lock down procedures in place for the
School before the Active Shooter gains access to the premises.
B. On all classroom door windows, office windows and office door windows and
any other glass windows with views of student populated areas. In the event that an Active
Shooter is denied access to populated areas in a School it is possible that he will open fire on
glass which is between him and potential victims. By installing ASGI’s Security Laminate on all
such glass in a School this renders the glass bullet resistant, smash resistant and bomb resistant.
Because of the low profile of ASGI’s Security Laminate, no one is aware that it is in place and
after installation fear is not instilled in the School’s occupants. At a minimum, ASGI’s Security
Laminate should be installed on all class room door glass as this will render the classroom
virtually impenetrable, (see Life Bolt discussion in Section 2). When an Active Shooter
determines that he is unable to gain access to a classroom through the door, his next step may
be to attempt to shoot or smash the classroom door glass. With ASGI’s Security Laminate in
place the glass is bullet resistant and will not be penetrated by the Active Shooter smashing the
glass with his weapon or firing a number of shots into the glass.
2.
ASGI’s Life Bolt on all classroom doors, office doors, lab doors, locker room doors
and any other doors that provide access to student populated areas. When a “red alert”
announcement is made over the school loudspeaker system each teacher in an occupied classroom
quickly moves to the classroom door, removes the Life Bolt from its case (which is installed next to the
door) and drops the Life Bolt in place in seconds rendering the door virtually impenetrable by an Active
Shooter thus effectively barricading the door instantaneously. Even if the Active Shooter shoots out the
door handle the door cannot be opened. Once the “all clear” message is broadcast over the loudspeaker
the teacher removes the Life Bolt and returns it to the case and the door opens and closes normally.
3.
ASGI’s Dynamic Armor Board a structural reinforcement armor system designed
to be installed in the walls of safe rooms and critical rooms in a School. In an Active Shooter
situation where some of the students, teachers and school administrators are not in a room protected with
ASGI’s Life Bolt and Security Laminate, when a Red Alert is announced they can move to a room that is
protected with ASGI’s Dynamic Armor Board thereby preventing the Active Shooter from doing them

harm. This light weight and cost effective structural reinforcement armor is low profile and non detectable.
Once again, this security solution prevents an Active Shooter from gaining access to a room in which
potential victims are located gaining time for first responders to arrive on scene and disable the Active
Shooter.
There is no such thing as bullet proof glass as ultimately all glass can be penetrated. ASGI’s
Security Laminates are bullet resistant and depending upon the ballistic resistance required can be
designed to deliver NIJ Level IIIA, Level III and Level IV protection. In order for an Active Shooter to do
harm a setting that does not stop or prevent violence from happening must exist. The purpose of all of
ASGI’s security solutions is to gain time for the first responders to arrive on the scene and subdue an
Active Shooter. Preventing the Active Shooter from gaining access to the School and ultimately to
classrooms and/or safe rooms enables first responders to deal directly with the Active Shooter while
minimizing the added risk of harming students or potential hostages.
ASGI can provide videos regarding the Life Bolt as well as videos demonstrating the bullet resistance of
its Security Laminate and Dynamic Armor Board. Furthermore, ASGI can provide a live demonstration of
its Security Laminate and Dynamic Armor Board subject to certain terms and conditions.
ASGI is a security solutions company designing security solutions that are site and client specific.
For more information please contact Michael D. Kronick, Director of Sales & Marketing; Telephone:
816-651-8172, email: mkronick@asgi.enterprises

